INSTRUCTIONS TO MEDIA FOR ASSEMBLY COVERAGE

Panaji: July 23, 2020

The Goa Legislative Secretariat has informed that it has been decided to permit only two persons of each Press publications/Electronic Media, to cover the Assembly Proceeding of the House during the Twelfth Assembly Session to be held on July 27, 2020 Due to prevailing situation of COVID-19 in the State,. Press and Media persons deployed to cover Assembly proceedings are requested to arrive at the entry gate of the Assembly Complex one hour before the commencement of the Assembly Session to enable the Assembly Secretariat to complete thermal screening and sanitization of visitors.

Similarly, the press personnel have to compulsorily wear face mask and also have to maintain strict social distancing in and outside the Assembly Complex. An additional Press Gallery has been arranged to meet the requirement of social distancing. The Press and Media personnel accordingly will be accommodated in Block E and Block F in order to maintain social distancing. The Press Photographers can also make use of Gallery “C” for photographic coverage.
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